
STRESS MANAGEMENT SPEECH OUTLINE

Topic: Stress Management Purpose: To inform the class of different ways to deal with and manage stress. Thesis
Statement: Stress management practices that help the mind and body handle stress. I. Introduction A. Attention getter:
Weâ€™ve all had days when everything seems to go.

Thanks professor Tuckerman for the introduction. Paragraph Three In many instances, students often face
moments of positive stress. On muscle tension, the stress hormones activate the sympathetic nervous system
leading to tension when in class. Your senses are a powerful tool and can be used to invoke relaxation and
stress reduction. Organizational Pattern: Informative Introduction I. Look around you know everyone right.
Make sure to get plenty of sleep. Supporting details 2 Elaboration 1 Once they are in stress they have
difficulty to concentrate on their study and finally their result will ruin because they cannot do well in their
exams. Other approaches you can use in managing stress includes organizing your academic life, avoiding
procrastination, and focusing on things that you have a passion. Then I thought I wanted to inform people on
something that little know about. However you choose to handle stress, I hope this information helps the next
time you have one of those days when everything seems to go wrong. Get regular physical activity. Special
offer! Sample Informative Speech Outline words 5 pages Sample Informative Speech Outline Specific
Purpose: To inform my audience about the different forms of pain management used during childbirth. More
and more students have to pay for college on their own, or with little assistance from their parents. However if
we taking stress in negative way absolutely all we got are the bad effects. Stress is a unwanted feeling of
emotions and physiological arousal that some experience in certain situations. College students are forced to
live with people who may have different values, beliefs, schedules, and habits than they do. Learning how to
live on ones own and todays complicated financial world is stressful, and its no wonder that some students
would rather drop out and get a job rather than continue studing. Mild, moderate, and severe are the three
categories of TBI.


